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Precision Agriculture (PA)
Precision agriculture is a management strategy that uses information technologies to bring data from 
multiple sources to bear on decisions associated with agriculture production. PA is also known as 
remote sensing  agriculture, as-needed farming and site-specific crop management (SSCM). PA 

provide the farmers with guidance about crop rotation, optimal planting times, harvesting times and soil 
management.



Specific applications UAVs in Precision Agriculture 

• Soil properties (moisture, organic matter, clay content, salinity & pH)

• Crop yield and biomass 

• Plant nutrient and water stress 

• Infestations of weeds, insects and plant diseases



Perspectives for Remote Sensing with Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles in Precision Agriculture 

Maes and Steppe, 2019
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Drought stress 

An efficient use of water resources through 

precision irrigation techniques is one of the 

main challenges for the agricultural sector. 

Plant evapotranspiration is energy 

demanding process which linearly 

decreases the surface temperature of 

leaves and vegetation, thermal imaging is 

highly suited for early detection of drought 

stress. 



Pathogen detection 

During pathogenesis, the 

effect on leaf structure and 

changes in chemical 

composition of the tissues is 

highly pathogen specific, and 

fungi produce unique fungal 

structures on the leaf surfaces 
that influence the reflectance. 



Remote sensing can be 

applied in two distinct 

phases of disease detection: 

1. Detection in the early 

infection stage, if possible 

before any visual 

symptoms appear, 

2. Mapping of the severity 

of infection by pathogens 

or insects.

Pathogen detection

Strips of airborne images of 40 cm hyperspectral radiance collected at the O2-A band, reflectance 

at 415 nm (used to calculate NPQI) and temperature (T; in K). b,c, Subsets of the very high-

resolution (VHR) colour-infrared (CIR) hyperspectral (b) and thermal imagery (c) enable the 

identification of single trees to extract tree-crown radiance (L), reflectance (R) and 

temperature. d,e,f, Monte Carlo simulation modelled SIF emission via 3D scenes generated with 

FluorFLIGHT (e) from tree radiance (L) and irradiance (E) (f) to quantify fluorescence efficiency by 

radiative transfer.



Weed detection 

The evaluation and assessment of weed among native species of plants are 

typically performed by field personnel, either by walking or the use of a motor 

vehicle. 

Drones Enable a New Way to Detect…If You Have The Right Sensor!



Nutrient status Nitrogen 

detection

With improved nitrogen (N) 

efficiency being a key focus of 

modern agriculture, the use of 

proximal crop sensors to define 

variable rate fertilizer application is 

one of the classic applications of 
precision agriculture. 





plotting different vegetation indices as a function of chlorophyll AB content illustrates that some classical vegetation 

indices [normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and enhanced vegetation index (EVI)] saturate and are less 

sensitive to subtle differences in Cab levels when Cab is relatively high, in contrast to green NDVI (GNDVI) and 
normalized difference red edge (NDRE) index. 



Growth vigor and Biomass 

Information on within-field variation of growth stage and biomass is highly 

useful for farmers to monitor crop growth and plan further management. 

Vegetation height derived from structure-from-motion (SfM) software based 

on UAV (RGB) imagery is a very good estimator of actual vegetation height, 
in both cereal and orchard crops 

Stanton et al 2017
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Integration and fusion systems

One of the unique assets of UAVs is the capacity to measure with several sensors at the same time. 



RIEGL miniVUX-1UAV Stand-alone 

http://www.riegl.com/products/unmanned-scanning/riegl-minivux-1uav/

Very compact & lightweight (1.55 kg / 3.4 lbs)



Digital terrain models

Digital surface  models

TCH
Top Canopy Height



LiDAR TCH resolutions 



Processing Workflow and Scan Data Examples

RiPRECISION UAV, RiWORLD, RiPROCESS, RiACQUIRE



RiPRECISION UAV



MATRICE 600PRO

SIMPLY PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE



https://www.dji.com/matrice600-pro

DJI MATRICE 600PRO SIMPLY PROFESSIONAL 
PERFORMANCE

DJI Matrice 600 Pro Hexacopter –
Aircraft: Diagonal Wheelbase: 1133mm (44.61")
Aircraft: Max Takeoff Weight Recommended: 15.5kg (34.17lbs)
Aircraft: Hovering Accuracy (P-GPS): Vertical: +/-0.5 m, Horizontal: +/-
1.5 m
Aircraft: Max Angular Velocity: Pitch: 300 deg./s, Yaw: 150 deg./s

Weight (with six TB47S batteries) 9.5 kg

Weight (with six TB48S batteries) 10 kg

Max Takeoff Weight Recommended 15.5 kg







The application of precision agriculture depends on two factors: 

1. the availability of spatially explicit information

2. the availability infrastructure to perform spatially explicit management. 

Although UAVs can deliver individual plant management input, the typical 

spatial resolution of the management block or zone is much lower. Hence, 

UAVs can stimulate technological developments to refine the management 

block resolution.

We expect that the current trend of increasing quality and user friendliness 

of UAV sensors will continue, to eventually allow the application of 

hyperspectral and thermal sensors for routine operation by no expert users.

Conclusions



Thank you for your attention, Questions? 


